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When we talk about dew, the first thing that comes to our mind is some rose petals dipped in water
drops; wet nodes of grass; water dripping from flag leaves of Poaceae or water drops glittering on
the tip of efflorescent Zoysia grass flowers. But, an industrial definition for dew is different and a
slight negligence in its measurement will directly afflict profits. However, without dew point
accessories, a dew point meter is incapable of assuring everything out of danger; it is more likely an
engineless fastest car.  In this article we will be exploring few of its accessories as follows:

Measuring Chamber:

A measuring chamber is perhaps the most important accessory of a dew point sensor because it is
not only used for ensuing the maximum flow past the dew point sensor rather it is important for
sensor protection and easy association and extrication to compressed air system. Their measuring
points may vary and could be anything between 1 l/min at the rate of 0.8Mega Pascal to 2 l/min at
the rate of 0.8 Mega Pascal (MPa). There are different models that can be used with compressed
air or gas. The most prevalent measuring chambers are as follows:

Standard measuring chamber: this measuring chamber is suitable only for compressed air up to 16
bar

High pressure measuring chamber: the next comes in the category is high pressure measuring
chamber and these are suitable for any compressed air up to 350 bar

Measuring Chambers for Granulate Dryer: for this purpose one need a measuring chamber that can
handle up to 250 mbar.

Test Pot:

When it is about dew point system, it is all about maintaining the right level of humidity and for this
reason these test pots are used, another important accessory among the available dew point
accessories. A test pot assures a consistent relative humidity of a certain point say 11.3%, which is
important for letting the production process run smooth and hassle free. This prefixed temperature
(11.3%) is fixed on the basis ambient temperature.

Software:

It is not easy to understand each and every piece of associated information and keeping every
instruction in your brainâ€™s hard disk is not at all an easy task. Therefore, we need a software utility, a
program mastered by some experts to make our measurement easier. There are some software
utilities available that can used through a computer connected via USB adapters and interface
adapters. These adapters once directly connected with sensors; send direct information and data in
a user customized manner.
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Therefore, before choosing a seller for dew point sensors, one must take care about the seller
competency with a dew point accessories. For more info visit : http://www.csinstrument.com
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